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Charlie:
Pat and I delivered busing packets to the following people:
Butler
Fish
McClory
Wiggins
C. Moorhead
Mazzoli
Flowers
Minority Staff - Judiciary Committee
Erlenborn
Buchanan
Jeffords
Goodling
Waggonner
Satterfield
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The Attorney General has notified me that after
a thorough review, he has decided that the Department
of Justice should not file a brief in the Boston
school desegregation case at the current stage of
litigation.
The Attorney General also pointed out that for
over two decades the Department of Justice has
entered virtually every school desegregation case
that the Supreme Court has agreed to review. If the
Supreme Court agrees to review the Boston case, the
Department of Justice will follow past practice and
enter the case at that time.
I have informed the Attorney General that I respect
his decision not to intervene at this time and agree
with him that the decision in no way reflects upon
the merits of the case.
I have directed the Attorney General to continue
an active search for a busing case which would be
suitable for judicial review of current case law on
forced school busing, and to accelerate his efforts to
develop legislative remedies to minimize forced school
busing. It is my intention to send a message to the
Congress recommending such legislation at th~ earliest
possible time. In addition, I shall meet next week
with the Attorney General, the Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare, and other members of my Administration to review other possible actions that can be
taken to provide communities with assistance in
achieving equal educational opportunity for all.
My objective is to create better educational
opportunities consistent with the Nation's commitment
to justice and equal opportunity. In my view, massive
school busing, while done with the best of intentions,
has too often disrupted the lives and impeded the
education of the children affected. I believe that
ways can be found to minimize forced busing while also
remaining true to the Nation's ideals and our educational goals. That is my objective.
# # #
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MR. SPEAKES: As most of you know, this group has
just concluded a luncheon with the President on busing, a
discussion on busing. The meeting ran a little over two
hours. I think you have a list of participants and vou have
a statement which it is my understandin~ is the oresent2tion of
the group's views to the President.
I think those that are participating in the meeting

can explain it.

Q
Can we say then this is the statement of all
the guests at the luncheon?
MR. SPEAKES: Let's let them explain that. I think
perhaps each participant should identify themselves as they
step up since the members of the press may not know you.
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- 2 MR. MARCHESCHI: Good afternoon, ladies and
gentlemen. Hy name is Henry Marcheschi. I am the Past
President of the Pasadena Board of Education. I and other
members of this group had the pleasure and honor of meeting
with the President today. The group consisted of myself,
Dr. David Armor of Rand Corporation, Dr. James Coleman,
University of Chicago, Dr. Nathan Glazer of Harvard, Dr. Charles
Hamilton of Columbia, John Hardy, School Board Member from
Pasadena, Philip Kurland, University of Chicago Law School,
Michael Novak, philosopher and columnist, author, Dr. Diane
Ravitch of New York City, Dr. Thomas Sowell, economist at
UCLA and Henry Wilfong, the City Director of the City of
Pasadena.
The group is an ad hoc informal group that has met
on prior occasions and has previously corresponded in a
rather unofficial way. They traded various position papers
and articles on the subject of busing.
recognize that in this present political
climate, one of the first questions you may have is why would
the President have lunch with a group of people who,generally
speaking, express a view which can best be characterized as
being deeply concerned about busing as a viable vehicle
toward either integration or quality education •
I

•

Let me make it clear that this conference came
at our request, not the President's, and that,further,the
political makeup of the group is such that you would probably
find few Republicans among us and those few that you do find
probably voted for Governor Reagan in the California election.
Having said that, let me tell you, as best as I can,
what I do think this group tries individually rather than
collectively to represento It tries to represent a group
which, hopefully, is knowledgeable of the issues, is bi-racial,
cuts across political lines, who has something to say regarding
the busing issue, and, generally speaking, what we have to
say is the following statement which was read to the President
at today's luncheon.
The statement is title<l "Integration and Quality
Education: The Moral Case," and I believe this statement has
been passed out to you.
"The vast majority of Americans believes in
integration. The vast majority believes in quality education."

Q

Are you going to read it all?

MR. MARCHESCHI:

Q

Not if you don't care for me to.

We have it.

tfll. HARCHESI:
I believe that each of the participants
in the conference would be more than deliP-:hted, as would I,
to answer any questions you mirht have at this time.

HORE
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Q

11Jhat was the Pi->esident vs reaction to your

statement?
MR. MARCHESCHI: The President said after I finished
reading the statement that he would be the first to sign such
a statement.

Q
Are you trying to solicit more support on this
particular statement?
MR. HARCHESCHI: I believe that to the extent that
other people of similar persuasion would like to identify
themselves with this statement -- it is not something we are
trying to get signed -- we would certainly welcome that
support. I know of no plans to go out and solicit such
support.
HR. GLAZER: Nathan Glazer. I think we were making
off the cuff remarks and we were not asking him to sign it
and we were not at this point deciding what we were going to
do with it. We just said, after we talked, "That is sort
of our point of view," and he was, like, saying "That sounds
pretty good to me."

Q

.
. •
. ow long have you b een in existence as a
H

group?
MARCHESCHI: Again, I want to stress the informality
of the group. The eroup first met, I believe -- and the only
other time the majority of this group has been together -- was
some time back last fall, as I recall, and we met in New York.
Numerous members of the group have previously met at various
forums throughout the country where the busing issue has been
debated. Louisville, in particular, I think, was where we
first got together.
'l'fR.

Q
Mr. r1archeschi, I am not all together clear,
even after I tried to read your statement, as to whether this
group favors or opposes court ordered busing.

MR. MARCHESCHI: I believe -- while I will let each
member speak to this issue for himself -- I believe it would
be less than correct to say that this group represents a
posture that is very, very much for dese~re~ation but has
deep concerns, and in the case of some of us, feel very,
very strongly against court-ordered busing to achieve racial
balance in schools.

Q

You say the

~roup

is basically

a~ainst

court-

ordered busing?

MR. MARCHESCHI:

Yes, sir.

Q
In that case what solution do you come up with
in view of the orders of the Supreme Court?
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MR. MARCHESCEI: Let me answer your question and then
I would like to have other people fill in as they individually
believe. I believe that in the case of Pasadena, we are
before the Supreme Court now, and that we will have to see
how the Supreme Court decides before we judge what Pasadena.
has to do. I have the great expectation that Pasadena won't
be relieved of its racial balance decision which dictates
busing half of our children across town for, in my opinion,
very counterproductive purposes.
MR. COLEMAN: I would like to comment on
your question by asking you, solution for what? You say what
is the alternative solution. My question is, solution to
what?

Q
The question had to do with court-ordered
busing and my question was, if you don't believe in obeying
the court order, what solution do you have?
Q
The courts passed judgment upon cases, as I
understand it, that have to do with illegal conduct by school
boards and other public authorities which produce segregation
in schools. Now the courts have found busing to be a remedy
for that problem.
MR. COLEMAN: My own
remedy is wholly inappropriate
is one case, Boston is another
inappropriate to the injustice

position is this, that the
in many cases. Louisville
case. The remedy is wholly
that was found.

In other words, not that there were not actions on
the part of school boards which increased segregation 9 but
rather that the remedy which was a system-wide remedy, was
wholly inappropriate to the actions that were found.

Q
Doesn't that leave you still with the sane
problem? Since the remedy, so-called, is still the order of
the court, what do you suggest be done?
MR. MARCHESCHI: Let me answer the question this
way. I believe you have misunderstood the purpose of the
group if you have understood it to be to oppose the law.
Our personal experience is that we have lived with courtordered busing for six years in Pasadena and have tried to
follow the letter of the law and still avail ourselves of
the judicial process and try to seek relief from the courts.
We finally got to the Supreme Court and now we are
anxiously awaiting a decision. I think the point Dr. Coleman
made is we don't agree that court-ordered massive busing
to achieve racial balance is a viable tool -- in fact,
some of us who go so far as to say it is an intellectually and
morally bankrupt tool -- to achieve what we all desire to
achieve, and that is true integration and quality education
for all children.
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Sir, could you answer a couple of questions

here a minute?

MR. WILFONG: Could I speak to that point? My name
is Hank Wilfong. I am a City Councilman in the City of
Pasadena. The way I would like to answer is -- I hate to answer
a question with a question and that is the question that
immediately came to my mind -- achieved what. No, we are not
talking about holes in the law, but what are you trying to
achieve? I would think we ought to try to achieve equal:i_ ty
of education, not busing, Rqualityof education.
A graphic example of what I believe is the problem.
in Pasadena as we see it now, the instances that you talk
about where there were the violations, occurred prior to the
time of ny holding office, John Hardy holding office,
or even Hank Marcheschi holding office. How long, then,
must Pasadena go through the pain for those things that
happened? And I am not saying that they didn't happen,because
I fought them at that time, but interestingly in Pasadena
we are precluded from doing a lot of the things we could do
and would do to correct those remedies because we are
controlled by an outside force, in essence an outside force
being the court.
•
I think John Hardy, School Board Member from Pasadena,
could speak graphically to that but one of the points that
is impressed on me, we have a school set up in Pasadena
called fundaM.ental schools, where you have reading, writing and
arithmetic and those kinds of thini:;s where quality education
is taught. Black youngsters cannot get into the school
now because of ethnic balancing. The youngsters that we are
talking about trying to help to ~ive the equality of
opportunity cannot ~et into our quality schools because ~etting
into that school would ethnically dishalanceit and leaving
another school would disbalance tha~ school, so that is a
kind of ridiculous situation.

Q

Mr. Marcheschi said you all want true
integration, viable education. Did you as a group or as
individuals suggest to the President other ways of
achieving that specific way? The statement here is extremely
general, a bit, it seems to me, like coming out in favor of
mot~erhoo<l, God or country.
Did you sur.rest anything specific?

MR. WILFONG:

I did not say I was in support of

integration. I said equality of education. I think
desegregation is what I would look for. Segregation is bad and
I am for desegregation. I am not so certain yet that the
majority of black people are necessarily for integration,
particularly forced integration. What we are talking
about -- and I am speaking from my viewpoint -- is that I
would wholeheartedly support desegregation, forced desegregation, if you want to call it that.
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I would oppose forced integration. I think the
majority of my constituents particularly want to be free to
do whatever we want to do and we want the Governnent to
guarantee the opportunity for us to do that.

Q

You are saying that quality education does not
necessarily depend on racial balance?

HR. WILFONG: That's right, it definitely does not.
It is facilities, curriculum and teachers, not necessarily
blacks and whites sitting together.

Q

Sir, what do you say to the argument which
Clarence Mitchell,, amon~ other people, makes that all black
schools will be ignored by public authorities and starve,
as a political fact of life, unless there is integration and
white students are involved,about whom the public authorities
care?

MR. WILFONG: I would say to a great extent in the
past that is true and even in some sections of the country
that would be true now. It·'·would not happen in Pasadena.
I am speaking from a purely local issue. We have now an
opportunity to irnnact upon the political spectrum but because
of other kinds of things we are not free to do~hat. I admit
that as a practical, political kind of expedient in many
instances we have to have busing -- I am reacting to the
pentleman's question -- but that is not the answer. Busing
is not the answer. Equality of education. I disagree with
that part of the Brown decision which said that separate but
equal is inherently inferior. That is not true. People
make it inherently inferior and I azree to that~ that in many
instances if you don't have that kind of mixture then people
will not equally allocate.
But what I am saying is that Brown versus School
Board came in 1954, and I know a lot of us who are now in the
political spectrum were not active at that time and could not
have an opportunity to inpact on the decision.
MR. I1ARCHESCHI:
May I answer his question because
think it is a very pertinent question and gets to the
heart of the issue. I think each of us at this conference -al thou7h the statement does not necessarily reflect that -each of us have various experiences and various sugrestions,
some of which were made to the President, with respect to
alternatives to massive forced busin~ to achieve racial
balance.

I

Some of us from Pasadena especially cited the
success of our alternative school prograR, which,as we said
to the President, has proved to many of us that voluntary
integration can indeed be made to work.

rlORE

- 7 The alternative school program in Pasadena has
established a pluralistic approach to education. We have
schools on one end of the spectrum that are very,
very liberal schools and on the other end of the spectrum
that are very conservative, basic three Rs, et cetera, and
a lot of discipline. The interesting thing is that we are
~etting some of the most allegedly conservative, allegedly
and I stress the word allegedly -- bigoted people in town
willing to put their children on a bus for the totality of
their school experience--to attend a school th~t is over
40 percent black voluntarily. That tells us something.
That tells us that the magnet concept is viable. It tells
us there are educational magnets which can be created which
transcend whatever racial hangups sol'!le people can have.
Dr. Coleman here has, in the Louisville case,
recommended an alternative plan, an alternative program, which
is very, very specific and which has incidentally been turned
down by the District Court. In the Pasadena case in the
Supreme Court now one of the issues is whether we should have
been free to implement a ve~y,
very specific alternative
school plan that would have used educational inducements to
create voluntary rather than coerced education •

.

So we touched on all of these things with the
President. This statement did not address itself to being
specific in that area. Rather, this statement addressed
itself to say essentially this. "Hey, we are a bunch of
people who feel very deeply about this issue. We feel that the
other side undeservedly has held a moral high ground too
long, and we feel that there is a moral case to be made for
finding a workable solution to achieving true integration and
quality education for all kids."

Q
Mr. Marcheschi, ·to what extent did you get
into the details of the Administration's leRislative proposal?
MR. MARCHESCHI: The Attorney General very, very
briefly mentioned the fact that there was such activity but
we did not get into those details.

Q

They didn't disclose to you their thinking
or ask you for your co!!ll"'lents on specific possible portions
of the legislation1
MR. MARCHESCHI: No. The President left us free
to pretty we 11 say tJhat each of us wanted to say. We each
had approximately five minutes to do that. The President
asked some questions of some of us. The Attorney General made
a brief statement regarding some of the things that he was
concerned about, such as complying with the law.
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That was all?

!1R. 11ARCHESCHI:

Essentially, yes.

Q
Most of us are interested today -- rather than
in a debate over busing and its nerits -- we are interested
in whether you P,entlemen had any impact on President Ford's
thinking before he comes out with whatever legislation he
·vrill.
MR. MARCHESCHI: I think we are all presumptuous and
egotistical enough to think we had.

Q
4as this basically a listening session in
which you all feel -- it soundB to me as though the views you
brought to us today very much back up and give support to
what President Ford has already told us are his views. Did
you get that impression?
HR. MARCHESCHI: I think that the President gave
at least me the distinct impression that i·the views -- at
least the najority of the views he heard expressed today -were things he deeply believed and endorsed.

Q

Could Dr. Glazer explain this se~tence in nore
detail?
We have come to believe that the premises on which
the case for court -ordered busing have been built are faulty. 11
11
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- 9 MR. GLAZER. I will say one word and then ask
Mike Novak to add something. One of the premises that we
believe is faulty and totally faulty is the assumption that
this is not a good society, or fair society, or a decent
society until equal proportions of every race and ethnic
group are assigned mandatorily to every significant
institution like a school. We believe that is a faulty
premise and we believe that is a premise that is dominating
much of the judicial thinking and much of the orders,
like the present situation.

Q
Is it your belief that the whole theory of
separate but equal if removed from a southern context maybe
into the Boston-Harvard Yard
MR. GLAZER. No, I do not believe that. I believe
that reflects an unfortunate ignorance on the part of
a large number of people in this country. We are not
talking about separate but equal in Boston or any place else.
·we are not talking about a situation of transferring State
ordered segregation and ler,itimating it in one part of
the country and not legitimating it in another part of
the country.
Nhatever State action leads to serr~gation must
be undone. What we are against is what the courts in many
cases are doing which is not to undo State action leadinp
to segregation, but to impose their views that a statistical
balancing of the races is a proper remedy to whatever happens
or that a statistical balancing of the races regardless of
public opposition or lack of pragmatic result is in some
sense what the Constitution calls for.

Q
What would have been the proper solution for
the Boston, in your opinion?
MR. GLAZER. The proper solution in Boston as
suggested in a number of briefs which are now before the
Supreme Court, would have been to undo all those acts of
segregation that were found to say the school board cannot
if that is what it was doing -- allow special classrooms
to accommodate blacks, not to allow them to go to other
schools.
I think there is another factor in terms of the
faulty premise and that must simply be said that a lot of
what courts claim is segregation -- court-ordered segregation
in the briefs -- is not court-ordered segregation. I mean a
lot of what courts say is government mandated segregation
is not. They are referring to actions which either have no
racial motivation or insofar as there is a racial component
are actions most of us would consider benign--such as in the
case of Boston, the request of a n~incinRl heading a mostly
black school to a central personnel off ice to send them
some black teachers. It is that kind of thing which we feel
is faulty premise, the assumption that -- well, that is
one kind of assumption.
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Q

Gentlemen, Judge Garrity found the segregation of
conduct to be so pervasive in the school system that --

MR. GLAZER. I am sorry. You have not read the
decision. He did not. He referred to about 20 schools
out of 100 plus. He referred to action which under no
possible interpretation could be considered State ordered
segregation such as he ref erred to the conduct of the
examination schools which were already operating under
a test which everyone agreed on the basis of a previous
court case was not discriminatory. So he merely found what
he found and then asserted that this is so pervasive that
I therefore must order this total racial balancing in the
Boston school system. That is the case.
Q

Gentlemen, are many of you disillusioned

liberals?

MR. NOVAK: Not at all. We think -- let me speak
in my own voice -- my name is Michel Novak. I will be
the Leden-Watson Professor of Philosophy and Religious
Studies at Syracuse beginning in January. Not at all. I
think I am defending an essentially liberal position and I
believe that the course of busing as a moral and as a
practical solution to an admitted wrong or difficulty in
American society has never been subject to sufficient
liberal scrutiny.
We have in many places liberal practices
being used in pursuit of a liberal purpose and I at least
object to that and I object to it both on the line of whether
it fulfills the purposes that it says it fulfills, and whether
it employs proper liberal means for fulfillin~ those purposes.
Does busing bring about integration? Does it? Does it
really?
Q

Doesn't it?

MR. NOVAK:
Q

It doesn't seem to.

Why not?

MR. NOVAK:

A great deal of evidence shows it

does not.

Q

Why not?

MR. NOVAK:

Chiefly because of white flip;ht.

Secondly -- if I may continue to give a seauence
does it bring about integration? That is an important
question. If you are talking about busing, you are talking
about a means, a remedy. Is it a remedy?

Q

What are you offering in place of it?

MR. NOVAK: We will come to that secondly. But it
is important to take -- when you have a policy that is
breaking in your hands and not working, then you go on to
the second step.
MORE
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Q
I don't know where it is not working. I think
you can point to more places in the country where it is
working than not working.
MR. NOVAK: Unfortunately that does not seem to
be the case. Those who have studied the field cannot find
that evidence.

Q

Are you saying there is no place it is working?

MR. NOVAK: No, I am not saying that, nor would
I oppose it when it works. It is an instrument. As the
Democratic platform put it in 1968 and in 1972, busing
is an instrument of racial integration. You judge instruments
by how they work. Does this one work? In some cases it
does.
Secondly, does it bring integration and does it
bring quality education?

Q

I think the .premise here is will we have
a lack of discrimination in our society. I don't think the

Supreme Court really hit the theme of quality education,
which is relative. I think the question was to break down
racial barriers.

MR. NOVAK:
Q

Does it do that?

That is the question.

I think it has basically,

MR. NOVAK: If you are a social policy maker and
that is your belief, then that is what you do. If you are
not, then you argue a~ainst that and that is a good social
political argument. Then you want to see the evidence.
If I could call on my colleague David Armor,
who studied some of the evidence.
Do you think it is worse today than in
in terms of equality?
Q

MR. NOVAK:
Q

1

54,

In some places it is.

In the South?

MR. NOVAK:

Not in the South.

MR. GLAZER. The: contrast is not with '54.
first large busing order was '71 in Charlotte.

The

MR. NOVAK: I have to add in the northern cities,
northern central cities, the number of blacks in many of t1}f
cities who have moved in have multiplied -- have increased
by multiples of four or eight or, in Seattle, since 1945,
1022 percent. So there has been a tremendous migration in
a very short period of time.
MORE
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Q
Can I ask you a question about this meeting
that was set up here. You asked the President to meet
with you, is that correct?
MR. NOVAK:

Yes.

Q
Did the President know that you were going to
come down here and make your statement public in the White
House, since he also met this morning with another ~roup
who has had experience with busing operations and they
were forced to stand outside in the heat in the driveway
to talk to reporters?
MR. NOVAK: Since most of us did not know we
were going to have a statement, I would guess the President
did not know.
MR. MARCHESCHI: The first time the President saw
the statement was when I read it to him.

Q
Did you tell him you were going to deliver
it to reporters here and did he have any comment on that?
MR. MARCHESCHI:

Not to the best of my recollection,

no.
Q
I am a little concerned about the fact we
are in the midst of a very, very tight political campaign,
as I am sure all you people are aware, and at this particular
time in our history it suddenly becomes apparently necessary
for the President to get involved in the busing controversy.

Are you unaware of the fact you may be being
used politically?
MR. MARCHESCHI: I would like to answer that
question because frankly, I think that question entered
the minds of all of us. I will atteMpt to, if not eli~inate
your fears or concerns, at least ameliorate them to this
extent.
This meeting was not held at the request of the
President or any of his advisors. It was held at our
request.

Q

How long have you had the request in?

MR. MARCHESCHI: I communicated with the White House
office originally in the fall and most recently, approximately
a month ago, regardinc our desire to express some of our
views to the President. But I would like to challenge you,
if I may, on the fact that we don't bring up sensitive
issues in an election.
It seems to me if we really believe in the democratic
process, I don't think there is any better time for a public
official to state his views on a question that is tearing
this country apart than when he is running for office.
MORE
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I am much more of fended by the fact that in the
Administration today, and especially in the Justice
Department -- this is my personal feeling -- there are
still those who don't agree and strongly disagree, if you
will, with the President's position, and even in a postWatergate environment I would like to know when I go to
the polls this November that the man I vote for has a
reasonable expectation to implement the policies which he
believes and purports to represent to the American public
as those which he is going to implement. And I believe
that one of the tragedies of Watergate is that that is no
longer the case.
MR. NOVAK: Some of us in another context were
in a meeting in the fall with the President in which one of
the outcomes of the discussion was encouragement that there
should be a rather large study of this issue in the Government,
partly because many of the fi~ures that are involved are
very difficult to release. Some agencies of the Government
appear to have rather an advocacy role, than the role of
a non-biased observer,and it is very difficult to get out
of them statements of what is happening.
Also because this is, many of us believe, one of
the greatest domestic issues for a long time to come and
this also, if I might say, happens to be an OP'f'ortune time,
because the issue does rank very low in public opinion polls.
The public is not terribly a~itated about it right now.
There are not many cases pending at this moment and that is
a very fruitful time. In the next year or the year after
that, there may well be cases. In Chicago, in Los Angeles
and in other great cities and it will be a much more
inflamatory issue, so at least from my point of view -and I will almost certainly support a Democrat in the
election -- this is a very opportune time to bring about
a full dress criticism of this policy, as we do of every
other policy. This one should not escape criticism and it
should not escape criticism above all by liberals who have
done so much to engender it. Liberals have a responsibility
especially to this problem.

MORE
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MR. lIAlfILTON: Hy name is Charles Hamil ton.
In line with the earlier question, I think it is very inportant
to point out that the probable Democratic candida.te in November
is not going to be much different on this issue than the
position we have articulated here today. I think that is very
i:Mportant to point out. I think that when anybody speaks on
an issue of this kind at any time, whether it is during
primaries, after primaries or in 1973, it is always goinr, to be
subject to potential political use, and I speak to you, sir,
as a De:r:i.ocratic Precinct Captain in !Jew York.
Q

Are you saying this is Jimmy Carter's

position?
HR. HAMILTON: I am saying Ji!!lf!1Y Carter's position
on this question has been very clear. He is aga.inst mandated
court-ordered busing. He is in favor of the so-called
Atlanta Compromise, and I accept that and I am ?,;oinp- to work
dilio:ently for Mr. Carter.

Q
Then you are saying President Ford and Jimmy
Carter are not very far apart, is that correct?
MR. HAi!ILTON: I personally don't feel they are
very far apart on this issue.

Q

Do you feel President Ford has exploited
in any way this as a political issue?
1

1R. HAMILTON:

Q

Uo.

Do any of you?

?IR. NOVAK: The reason I don't think that is so is
what is to be gained by that just now? It is not an issue
hir;h in the minds of most Americans. Host Americans, according
to the polls, seem to become concerned over this issue ~ilien
it is local and Most a.re for intep;ration only in the irimediate
envirom,1ent and it is not in any iml"1edia.te environ"lent this
year and it won't be in the fall. It is not a very heavy
political issue. It was not a big issue in the primaries.
Q
Uasn' t it an issue in the right t 1in!':': where
'·'tr. Ford is in the most jeopardy right now?
1

J1R. NOVAK:

I will let Republicans speak to that issue.

Q
That is what we are asking about.
r,-rhole point of the discussion.

That is the

MR. GLAZER: I don't think any of us want to get
into the subject that reporters can't seem to get away fron,
the notion that any issue of social policy is of no concern
of itself but only exists as a counter in politics.
MORE
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Now obviously to some extent it does but in the
case of the present situation I happen to know -- and as anyone should know -- that the involvement of the Attorney General
in the Boston brief had nothing to do with any political
timetable -- had to do only with the fact that those briefs
of certiorari had been filed with the SuprcMe Court. Th~t those
briefs raised important points, that one of them had been
written by a relatively distinguished lawyer and the
Attorney General had to decide whether they would say
something about it or not say something about it.
That much
I know, and what Mr. Ford wanted to make of it I know
nothing about and I really don't care. I have been involved
in this issue much longer than this political canpaign and
I see no reason to stop my interest in it because of the
political campaign.

Q
Do you think it is sheer coincidence that
you are here right now?
MR. GLAZER:

I don't think it matters.

MR. SOWELL:

My name is Thomas Sowell. I am a
Professor of Economics at UCLA. Various people here have
identified themselves as Democrats or Republic!ns. I would
like to identify myself as one of those vast nur1ber of
people who neither register or vote. I am here simply because
the merits of the issue itself interest me. I an concerned
about it. I am concerned about the faulty assumptions which
are never challen8ed.First of all, you have to have integration
in order for the black kids to learn.
Secondly, black kids do learn better after
integration for which the evidence is at best ambiguous
and probably against that. That black kids are psychologically
damaged by segregation and psychologically benefited by
integration, however it is achieved. The studies I have seen
done -- particularly a book by Dr. Gloria Powell called Black
Monday's Children which has exhaustive studies all across
the country. The evidence there is a~ain at best ambiguous.
The balance of it,in my judgment, is that black kids end
up harmed by it. There have been any number of local studies
showine racial isoliation, interracial antagonism, greater
both among blacks and whites, after these forced integration
programs have been put into effect. That is the kind of thing
we are concerned about.

Q
Where did you
integrated school?

~o

to school?

Did you go to an

MR. SOWELL: I went to both, both in college and
pre-collep.e.
I have taught in both.

MORE
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Q

Which do you think you profitted :r:iost from?

t"'R. SOWELL: You mean can I generalize about three
universities?
I can't even count the number of other schools
I have gone to.

Q

You are making assertions here --

HR. SOWELL: No, I am reciting certain facts that
others have already gotten through serious studies any number
of places around the country. I am simply saying those facts
have become non-events in the media apparently and it is
assumed automatically that in fact there are some great
benefits accruing to blacks as a result of this and I am
sayin~ I see no evidence of that benefit.

Q

Do you see any benefit to segregation?

MR. SOWELL: I did not come here to ask the President
to oppose Brown versus Board of Education.

Q

But isn't that basically what we face here,
how to deal with a court problem?

MR. ARMOR:

I

A lot of us got here

we have
done research and the research does not support some of the
assumptions that school boards and the courts seem to be
making, one being that a balanced school is a better educational
institution.
There are several of us who have done
research, and we are quite convinced that a black child can
do just as well in an all black school as in an integrated
school. That is a factual or evidentinry issue and not a
political one.
bec~se

Secondly, the remedies that courts have imposed have
caused such massive white flight that in a sense it is undoing the very action the court is aiming at so at least
I, for one -- I am David Armor from Rand -- am here because
I am concerned about the educational and social consequences.
I am not concerned as much about the political issue. I think
others of us would feel the Sa.Me way. We think there are
false assumptions. There is ~ood evidence, and it almost
challenges those assumptions, and ·we have to work towards
alternatives that come closer to the go~l that we think is
far from the mark because of the white flip,ht and other
problems that are occurring.

Q

I would like to ask you, you said Jimmy Carter

had said he was against court-ordered busing and I wonder if
you tJOUld give :ne a citation for that because I don't recall
any unambiguous statement of that sort on Mr. Carter's part.

HR. ARMOR: No, I can't. I just follow everything he
says and that you people write about.
Q
That was in the New York Times yesterday.
in all of his literature.
MORE
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MR. WILFONG: Let ce address that. I am speaking
somewhat from a political thing. I am a City Counciloan.
I think part of the things that we are saying I don't think
you are hearing. You are asking questions and maybe you are
not satisfied with our answers.
For instance, a while ago the question was asked
and we tried to follow that theme -- I wa.s interested that
someone asked about did that achieve integration, busing.
Is that the object? Was the object to achieve integration?
Wasn't the object to talk about equality
in education?
Pouldn't a more accurate appropriate question be, do you
think that achieved equality in education or ~ood education?
What difference does it make if we have an integrated bad
school? What are you saying you want us to have an qequal
opportunity

Q
Would you apply that to going to a restaurant
in this town where you were separate -MR. WILFONG: I don't really care about the
restaurant. The point is when I come here I got to Pitts
and eat some barbecue and maybe some chitlins. I may go
to Hogates. I may --

MORE
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MR. Gll.AZER: No one is talking about maintain~ng
segregation. We assume that is behind us. We are all
against segregation. That is behind us.
MR. WILFONG: That is not the object. I am
against that, but if I chose to do that, if I choose to
go to Pitts, then right on.
The point we are saying
getting back to the
situation in Pasadena -- of a political nature. I am a
Republican and I am supporting the Governor of California,
so I would not allow myself to be used by the President,
President Ford, for that purpose.
don't think,though -- and someone said this
earlier -- why should we stop doing the things we are doing
just because it is election time. Why should I oppose a
good program by a man who is the present President because
I am supporting someone else.
Hhy shouldn't I come to a
forum like this, to talk to the President of our United States
to give my viewpoints on that issue.
I

The issues as we see it back in Pnsadenn are this:
One, will we be allowed to do our thing in Pasadena? Will
we be allowed to have freedom to make our own decisions based
upon our neighborhood rather than what a court~decides based
upon its interpretation of some incident which was probably
appropriate at that time.

Q

We want you to have this forum, we assure you,
and we hope when the pro-busing people come along that they
will have the forum. We doubt they will.

MR. MARCHESCHI: Dr. Ravitch would like to say
a word and then I would like to close.
MS. RAVITCH. My name is Diane Ravitch. I am a
professor at Teacher's College. I am a historian and writer.
I have done some studies into the history of the school
integration decisions and implementation.
My own concerns are these. I am a liberal Democrat.
expect to be supporting Jimmy Carter in the fall, assuming
he is the nominee. I obviously don't want to be politically
used by anybody, but I have my own concerns. I don't think
you stop thinking about issues because of it being an election
year and I don't think you can stop governing because it
happens to be the fourth year.
I

My concerns are these. I think one of the efforts
in achieving integration is not only to have an integrated
society -- and obviously like everybody else in this group
which is not any kind of a formal. association -- like all of
us, we are in favor of integration, we want to see a unified
society, we believe in the Brown decision wholeheartedly and
all the changes it has brought about in American society.
MORE
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My concern is with the pragmatic effects of
school busing. Not that busing should not be a tool, it
should be a tool. Absolutely. But the question is what are
its effects ? How much white flight is there. If you win
a decision and lose the white population and end up with
more segregation than you had before the decision, have
you won?
At the time of the decision in Boston, there was
a 61 percent white majority in Boston schools. There is
now a white minority in the Boston schools. That is a
concern or should be a concern. It is a concern to me as
a researcher.
If you look at the results coming in from different
places in the country -- the education results -- they are
equivocal at best -- there is no strong evidence that
busing leads to better education and my own position -- which
I would distinguish
from the rest of the group -- is
I have no hard and fast conclusions except I would urge
the President and the Secretary of HEW to initiate a
thorough study, if possible, even in an election year •

•

tfuat is the educational impact of busing? How
can we provide better quality education? Are there cities,
are there States, are there nations that have done a better
job of educating low-income children than we have? We
have not succeeded. That is very clear and if we want to
achieve equality we have to do a better job in educating
low-income kids in order that they can have the kind of
mobility that we assume middle class kids get through
education.
So, that is my concern and I would think it would
be wrong to say that we are exploiting the issue or that the
President -- I don't know if the President is exploiting
it -- I don't think it is exploiting. My understanding is
he has basically taken this position consistently for
many years. If he suddenly switched positions in the
middle of an election, you could say he was exploiting it,
but I don't think saying what you have always said is
necessarily exploitation.

Q
Was the value of your visit today to convince
him of what he already believed?
MS. RAVITCH: My purpose in coming was to say I
think a lot of people are making statements for which they
have no factual basis. In the course of writing about
busing and integration, I have run into many people, in and
outside the civil rights movement, who say we must have
busing because only through integration will children ever
learn.
MORE
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there are many ways in which children learn and we have not
begun to fathom them. I think we can do a better job than
we are doing now and we don't seem to be moving in the right
direction, so I was urging we do a better job of finding
out why we have these assumptions.

Q

May I ask a question about white flight which
a number of you have mentioned.
MS. RAVITCH:
speak to that.

Dr. Coleman might be best to

Q
Why is the answer to white flight not to
expand the realm of busing instead of to contain it in
areas -- especially in the case of Boston, why is it not
better to expand busing out into the suburbs to prevent
white flight?
MR. COLEMAN: I see your point. It seems to me
the white flight that exists tells a few things. One is the
actual consequences of white flight, namely, the· shift -reduction
of 30 some percent of the white population
in Boston in a short period of time -- in. a period of two
years. That is one thing.
The other is what it tells us symbo!ically. That
is it says that here is an issue, namely the choice of
where to send one's child to school, which is so important
to so many people that they will suffer an economic loss,
that they will suffer losses of friends, losses of a
whole variety of sorts in order to achieve their goal.
Now if that is the case, if it is so important
to so many people, then one must begin to question the basic
philosophy of the thing and it seems to me when one looks
at the philosophy of the thing then you find it is a kind
of "E:rriperor has no clothes" phenomenon that it is based on
as several people have said before -- a set of faulty
premises.
HR. HARDY:

I would like to comment on that white

flight.
I am John Hardy from the Pasadena Unified School
District, Board of Education. I am in support of Governor
Reagan too, so there is no political tie to President Ford.
But Pasedena is unique. I think it is one of the very
few districts under court order to bus where we have been
able to turn around the white flight. We brought back into
the district around 1,200 white families or white kids.
Basically because we have offered a volunteer
and we have told them the awful thing we have told the
parents, "This is what we are going to do for your kids if
you bring them back into this district. He are going to
teach them the basic 3 R's. We are going to teach them
discipline. We are going to teach them pride, we are going
to teach them respect • " We have a waiting list to get
into those schools.
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catch.

MR. MARCHESCHI: Some of us have airplanes to
May I just make one parting comment.

I do appreciate your focusingon the issue and the
political issue involved. As the unofficial organizer of
this group, ad hoc group, let me make this confession to
you. There are quite a few of us up here who have carried
quite a few scars from this battle. Some of us have seen
districts lose 40 percent of their white children. Others
of us have put a great number of children on buses and bused
them across town. Others of us have had reputations and
positions in various universities challenged· -- challenging
some of the assumptions that underlie the whole premise
of busing.
I think the most honest thing we can say is this:
There are those in this group who very, very much want
to communicate what we consider to be sincere knowledgeable
opinions to the media and to the country on this issue.
And to the extent that anyone has been used today,
I would be much more concerned about us using the President
than the President using us. I think we have had a platform
to legitimate, if you will, the anti-busing argument and
we appreciate that.
Thank you very much.
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3:40 P.M. EDT
~1R. CARLSON:
As !'lost of you know, the President
has just spent about one hour and thirty Minutes with the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights and here briefly to
summarize the meeting and to take your questions we have
Jack Greenberg, the Director and Counsel for the !TAACP
Legal Defense Fund; Nate Jones, General Counsel for NAACP;
Vernon Jordan, the Executive Director of the National Urban
League; Joseph Rauh, the Counsel,Leadership Conference on
Civil Rights; and Mr. Roy Wilkins, the Chairman, Leadership
Conference on Civil Rights; and Congresswoman Burke.

Q
You didn't Mention Clarence Mitchell, the most
iMportant man there.
MR. CARLSON:

I'm sorry.

The group has increased

here.
MR. UILKINS: We presented to the President the
following eight points.

Q

Can we get a copy of that?

MR. WILKINS:
MR. CARLSON:
if you like.

Yes, you can get a copy of this.
We can Xerox that and make it available
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MR. WILKINS:

If you will.

The President be urged to reaffirm his belief in
the Brown decision and its progeny and the President be
urged to issue a national call for obedience to the rule of
law and order of the courts. The President be urged to
condemn violence as a means of challenging court orders.
The President be urr,ed to withdraw his policy directive
to the Attorney General to seek out an appropriate case for
Supreme Court review. The President be urp;ed to abandcn his
search for le~islative alternatives to remedies already
approved by the Suprere Court. The President be urged to
cease judicial and le~islative efforts aimed at limiting
proof of violations and restricting the scope of remedies
for unconstitutional segregation.
Seven, the President be urged to call upon the various
State Legislatures, State educational bodies and the local
boards of education to take action to eliminate segregation
in urban schools.
And, eight, and final, the President be urged to
direct the Office of Civil Rip;hts of HEW to move iT'lmediately
to assist State and local boards of education t~ come into
compliance with Title 6 of the 1964 Act.
We have these people here,each one of whom is our
Congressman, each one of whom has the ability to answer the
questions that you nay have.
Now don't think that you have license to -- anything
that is on this paper is fair game.

Q
Pell, could you p:ive us a little more of the way
the Meeting was run? Did you read this to the President?
What was his response?
MR.•

Q

HILKINS:

At the outset of the meeting, the beginning?

MR. WILKINS:

Q

Well, He read it to the P:r.es ident --

Yes.

Who read it?

MR. WILKINS:
MR. JONES:

Our first speaker,

t~.

Jones.

Perhaps I could discuss it a little bit.

The President made some introductory remarks and we
were encouraged that he, at the outset, stated that he would,
as President, enforce the law even though he may have some
reservations about the extent to which busing is appropriate
in various cases.
l1QRE
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Following the President's remarks, he called upon
Secretary of HEW, David Mathews, for remarks and the Attorney
General also spoke. Mr. Clarence Mitchell on our behalf ur~ed
the President to be cautious in language, indicating that the
use of the term "forced busing" was ill-advised, and the
President noted that request.
I then made a presentation at which time I summarized
the process by Nhich law suits are filed and I indicated that
when we considered desegregation we talk about two basic
tracts -- a voluntary administrative approach, which can be
taken by school boards on their own; and we also talk about
the litigation route which is made necessary when the political
process does not work. And once the judicial power of the court
is invoked, the standards that have been enunciated by the
Supreme Court must be adhered to and that gets us into the
question of legal standards, the types of proofs. I
indicated to the President that following a full inquiry by
District Courts into the method by which school districts
become segregated they generally have no choice but to
conclude that the s2gregation results from the purposeful
and intentional actions of the school authorities, thereby
making a remedy mandatory.
And then we he.d a discussion about ~medy and we
indicated to the court that we felt that the re~edies are
of such a nature, or they must be of such a nature as to
eliminate th2.t which the court has found to be in violation
of the Constitution.
Therefore, if the violation is one involvinr:
seeregation, the remedy must be dese~regation and that these
are cases brought under the Fourteenth Amendrrient and the Fifth
A~endment which allege racial discrinination and, therefore,
the duty upon the school board is to fashion a plan that t·dll
eliminate segregation, that will eliminate racial identifiability
of schools.
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Q
Sir, wha.t was the President's reaction to
being urged to abandon his search for an alternative to
busing?

MR. RAUH: I was going to answer that. I would
just like to say that this was 16 representatives of the
Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, which is 135 civil
rights, religious, labor and civic groups, and that we urged
on the President the unity of these groups in support of busing
where it is the method by which integration can be accomplished.
We urged the President -- and I think this will
be the test of whether we are good advocates
we urged him
not to go ahead with legislation restricting busing. I think
if there was one thing that ran through what everybody said
to the President it was "please don't go ahead with busing
legislation because it will be the opposite of what you said."
The first thing the President said to us was, "I
intend to uphold the law." We took that in good faith and
we accept that in good faith, but the sending up of antibusing legislation will, as we said to him, be an inducement
to people not to comply with the law and therefore this was
quite unanimous among all our groups.
I think that this is interesting bec•use just a
couple of days ago the President had with him some people,
even a black spokesman, who said he didn't wholly agree with
the decision back in 1954. Well, let me tell you that the
unanimous leadership conference groups were in here saying,
"We do believe in it. TJ:he only way you can enforce it is for
pro-busing actions by the courtso" And legislation now
proposed to stop that or to limit that can only have the
effect of inciting, not upholding the law when the question
now is, what is the President's reaction.
I think the President intends to uphold the law~
I think he may not wholly agree with us, although he didn't
make clear one way or another whether by sending up legislation
he would in fact be doing what we say he is doing; namely,
inciting violations of the law. But we did be~ him not to
go ahead with that legislation.
Q
Mr. Rauh, you asked him two things: You asked
him to stop using the term "forced busing" and you asked him
not to send the legislation, which is supposed --

MR. RAUH:

Plus the eight things here.

Q
I understand that. And you got no satisfaction
and no promise from him on either count; is that right?
MR. RAUH: It would not be fair to say we got no
satisfaction because we got a fair hearing, but I would say
that we got no promises that he would take our side of this
and it would be a mistake for us to imply that he had promised
us anything.
MORE
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MR. MITCHELL: Well, there was one additional
thing that I think is terribly important. The President has
repeatedly said that some courts have gone too far and that
there has been massive busing ordered. We asked him to be
specific. 't'Je have the cases. He have found none where the
courts have gone too far but in deference to the President
we asked him to name a case in which the courts have gone too
far. He did not do so.
I think he could not do so because, as we pointed
out to him, this is an issue which has been exacerbated by
those who have improper intentions and wrong motives and we
made it clear that as we understand the legislative proposal
which is now under study, it would indeed be massive -- it
would be a massive destructive attack on the principle of
equity as we know it in the law and I think this goes beyond
the question of whether you do or do not put children on a
bus.
I think it goes to the question of whether having
brought the Ma.gna Carta over here to the United States and
having it on display we are going to start dismantling the
principles of law which have been given birth by the Magna
Carta and the Constitution of the United States.

I submit that this is not merely a~ attack on the
school children -- this is an attack on the concept of law as
we know and live under it.

Q

Did you use those words?

MR, MITCHELL:

Q

Before the President?

MR. MITCHELL:
Q

We did.

Yes.

What was his response to that specific set

of words?
MR. MITCHELL:

He listened.

Did the Boston school case come up, the ruling
Q
today by the Supreme Court?

MR. RAUH: Yes, and he said that
times referred to but I donvt know that -did say that he at all times supported Mr.
decision. He did say that in almost those
Q

-- it was several
yes, the President
Garrityvs
terms.

Supported the decision?

MR. RAUH:

Yes, he said that the Justice Department

had helped -MR. MITCHELL: No, no. He said he, at all times,
would uphold although he didn't agree.
MORE
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MR. JORDAN: I think it is very important to point
out two things that the President said, and three commitments
that he did not makeo

Q

Who are you?

MR. JORDAN:

I am Vernon Jordan, National Urban

League.
First of all, the President said that he would
uphold the law; secondly, he said that he did not believe
in a segregated society; he said thirdly that there were
some instances where he felt that the court had gone too far.
I think it is terribly important to point out that
we did not get a commitment from the President to withdraw
his policy directive to the Attorney General to seek out an
appropriate case for Supreme Court review. He did not get
a commitment from the President to abandon his search for
legislative alternatives to remedies already approved by the
Supreme Court, and we did not get a commitment from the
President to cease judicial and legislative efforts aimed at
limiting proof of violations and restricting the scope of
remedies for unconstitutional segregation. We did not get
a commitment on those things. By the same to"ken, we did
not get a commitment to the contrary and I think it is very
important that those be pointed out.

MR. MITCHELL: Mrs. Burke is here. As you know,
she is Chairperson of the Black Congressional Caucus. She
has gone to considerable trouble to be here and we would like
for her to say something.
MRS. BURKE: Well, I do think that we should point
to one fact that was mentioned by the President which seemed
to be influencing his decision. He pointed out that there
were 600 school districts that apparently would have to have
orders of desegregation and would be faced in the immediate
future with desegregation, and to us this was even more
reason that we found it necessary to emphasize the introduction of legislation at this time, even if it was introduced
today, which would mean that it would be hotly debated when
the school system opens up.
So when we start a school year we are going to
start a school year in an environment and in an atmosphere
where those who would perhaps want to use violence to
influence the passage of that legislation might find that
they should call upon that to influence people at a time,
especially Members of Congress, just before they were being
elected.
So we hold our breath every September hoping that
we can enter a school year without violence, and it seems
as though if we can get past those first few months we then
find things cooling off and we are at least able to get
some semblance of understanding among people.
MORE
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Q
Ma'am, would you please say where most of
those 600 districts are -- within the North or the South?
MRS. BURKE:

Q

But you know where they are.

MRS. BURKE:

Q

He did not say specifically.
Where are they?

They are in the North, I am sure.

Thank you, Ma'am.

Q
Mrs. Burke, are you convinced that the President
is committed to an integrated society?
MRS. BURKE: Well, he pointed to his own example
of Pontiac, Michigan, where he seemed to feel that they had
resolved their problems of integrating schools -- I am sorry,
Grand Rapids -- but he pointed to that school and to some of
the things it had done. Now he seemed to be convinced in that
instance that we worked out their problems and that it was in
the best interest of everyone to work those out constructively.
Now, he did have a few questions about some of the
judicial procedures that were used. However, we came away
from there certainly getting the impression taat he was
listening to us and I believe that he is probably very troubled
because I could see where he is faced with a tremendous
decision. If he introduces this legislation, he may have
greater problems, really, in September,

Q
What was his reaction to your point l; that is to
say,the reaffirmation of the Brown decision? There seems
to be some ambiguity in the statements on this.
MRS. BURKE:
answer this.

I an going to ask someone else to

MR. RAUH: I am going to say, as I have been a
severe critic, that the President said flatly that he was
opposed to segregation. I don't believe he left any question
about that. The problem we face is that we think his actions
helped segregation but we do not challenge his words that he
opposes segregation. I think that we didn't come here to
challenge his good faith, but we think what he is doing by
having the Attorney General go get cases to weaken busing, and
by going for legislation to weaken busing, is hurting
integration and helping segregation, but the fact that his
actions are doing that does not mean he is not saying in
good faith his feeling the other way,

Q
Did anyone relate to him that perhaps his
positions recently have been related to the political campaign?
HORE

-

MR. WILKINS:
MR. RAUH:

8 -

No.

I don't think anybody mentioned that.

Did no one say to him, "Please, Mr. President,
cool it on this issue because there is a campaign underway"?
Q

MR. RAUH: We said cool it on this issue because
if you go ahead with this issue you are in fact inducing
violation of law. We are a nonpolitical organization and
we were doing this on the basis that his actions would induce
violation of law rather than getting into policy.

Q
While we are on this point of politics, would
any of you care to say how you think this places him in the
race for President?
HR. RAUH:

I wouldn't.

MORE
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Q

Nould you care to say what effect you think
this would have on the President's ca~paign?
MR. :PAUH :

N •

MR. GREENBERG:

Q

Well, I don't know.

Would any of you care to say this?

MR. RAUH: If we came all the ·way over here and
never had in an hour and a half's conversation a political
word, I don't see it would be to the benefit of what we are
after, which are integrated schools, to have a political word
here.

Q

Let me say, what did Mathews say?
have anything to --

Did they

MR. GREENBERG: Well, I think they merely said that
there was some uncertainty at least in the Attorney General's
mind as to precisely what the requirements of the law were
and to which ar:;ency of r.;overnment the argument should be
addressed. That is the Judicial 8ranch but it was not really
very precise.
I would like to make the point that one of the
that some of us tried to impress upon the President
was that the issue of busing should be seen in some sort
of perspective, that of the 40 million school children in
the United States, somewhat over half ro to school on the
bus anyl.:ray for one reason or another and almost all of those
who do ?:O to school on the bus take it for reasons unrelated
to racial inter,ration.
thin~s

A very small percentage are bused for the purposes
of intefration and in virtually every situation where that
occurs -- and there was a reference to the South and the
North -- in the South it is no longer a volatile issue. It
is perhaps an issue as controversial as many of the other of
the total range of educational issues may be but it is fairly
well accepted.
Little Rock, for example, which is one community
that was mentioned, is a well inte~rated, successfully
functionin~ school district.
There are well integrated
successfully functioning school districts in the North also
and some where busing occurs, including some in the State
of Michir;an. Boston is a notable exception, but we don't
think that --

Q

What about Nashville?

~ORE
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I understand that busing is working
fairly well in Nashville these days.

Q
Mr. Greenberg, did you come away with the
impression that anything that was said substantially changed
the President's plans?
MR. GREENBERG: I came away with no distinct impression
on that but as one of the speakers said before me, he was
listening and I would not be surprised if what we said today,
which I think was reasoned and documented and so forth, made
some difference in what it is he is going to do. One of
the things that was rather substantially sugfested was that
Secretary of HEW Mathews conduct a study of districts which
are integrated and where there is busing under court
order and otherwise to see what role that plays in education
and to base le~islation on that or not base legislation on
that with full awareness of the facts. We have a feeling
that people don't know what all the facts are.

Q

Do you Mean to tell us that he has not already

done that?
MR. GREENBERG:

I have not seen

a study.
'T'here may be such a general impression but I don't know that
it has been directed -sucl~

Q
Did you make the statement as you began today,
did I understand you to say that Levi and r..,.athews didn't
understand the law?
MR. GREENBERG: No. I said that Attorney General
Levi said that the law was not precisely defined on some of
these issues and that some of our arfu~ents perhaps or some
of the argunents on this issue should be addressed to the
courts and some to the Executive Branch and he was quite
i;r,eneral.

Q
Mr. Greenberg, keepine track of cases as you do,
this estimate of 600 new desegregation cases coming up,
where do they come from?
MR. GREENBERG: I was surprised by that figure and
I don't know what the President J11eant by that.
I don't think
I meant there were goinp; to be 600 cases. I got the
inpression that there was a nossibility that busing might
become an issue in as many as 600 school districts.
MR. MITCHELL: He said specifically that this
Morning a member of his staff
MR. GREENBERG:

The Domestic Council, he said.

HR. MITCHELL: -- ·had given him this figure and that
this might be a problem.

MORE
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MR. GREENBERG: He was not questioned on that and
it is difficult to know what that means except that there
might be integration in as many as 600 districts.

Q
Would you paraphrase what he said as closely
as you could, please?
MR. GREENBEEG: Hell, I think he said that the
Domestic Council informed hiM fairly recently that school
busing might be something that would have to be considered
or dealt with in as many as 600 school districts.
MR. RAUH: I think I can help you because I think
I can give you the context. It was in response to
Mr. Greenberg's statement that only 3 percent of the busing
occurs for school integration purposes. He said yes, but a
member of the Domestic Council this morning told T'l.e that that
might be affected in 600 school districts. I think that is
pretty close. It was in response to our saying how small the
busing is for purposes of integration, that he referred to
600 school districts where the issue might arise.
Now from our experience in the Adan.s against
Richardson or Brown against Heinberger where we are suing
HEW on that, I rather doubt that there is any1'hing like that
number of places where there could prove to be a busing
problem.

Q

Did any of you have the feeling today that --

MR. CARLSON:

Let Jim Cannon say one word on this one

point.

MORE
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MR. CANNON: These are the latest HEU figures
which we have. We ~ave them actually to the President last
week. I am going to read it because it should be said
precisely.
There are 600 school districts in the country which
are likely to have to go through desegretation voluntarily,
by court-order, or some combination of those two~
Q

Ultimately?

MR. CANNON:
Q

No time frame on that?

MR. CANHON:

Q

Throughout the country.

Can you break that down?

MR. CANNON:
the way it is put
Q

No tine frame.

North, South, East, West?

MR. CANNON:

Q

Correct.

No, we cannot.

Dut you can see from

.

Do they get this figure off the wall or

something?

MR. CANNON:

Q

No.

Isn't there any kind of breakdown?

Q

Why put out a figure like that without any
substantiation at all?

NR. CARLSON:
MR. CANNON:
MR. CARLSON:

Q

They are HEW figures.
They are HEW figures.
Call HEW.

Uho in HEW?

Q
Have you discussed at all any details of the
planned legislation?
MR. RAUH: Hell, we said what we thought was in
it. The Attorney General said that some of us had been
misinformed because some of you euys and girls had written-in
some of the stuff and you had misinformed us, but we argued
against the legislation based on what we had read in the
press about the decision.

MORE
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MR. 1'1ITCHELL: I would have to take except on to
that. I am not Misinformed. The Government of the United
States is putting together a legislative package which would
contain these elements.
First, that in a school district where there is
segregation and the court finds that there is segregation,
the court would be limited to putting that school district
back in the position where it would have been but for the
action of the school board; which rules out these great
principles which have been enunciated in the Swann case
and similar decisions.
The second part of this has to do with the period
of time in which the courts will retain jurisdiction. As
of now, the courts acting on the equity principle retained
jurisdiction as long as it is necessary to correct the
wrong.
Under the Administration's position, the courts
would be required to review the cases at the end of a three
year period. They would then be in a position to decide
whether there had been good faith action. If there had not been
good faith action, they would retain jurisdictaion.
At the end of five years -- and this is the
deadly part of the proposal -- at the end of five years the
courts would review it again and they would not be able to
retain jurisdiction except in extraordinary circu~stances,
and the extraordinary circunstances have not been defined.
I say that is an abandonment of a principles of equity where
the court retains jurisdiction until the wrong has been
righted and I do not say this in hostility to the President
because I admire him personally and like hin personally
but I would say to you it seems to me that if the President
and his aides could come up with 600 school districts where
they anticipate problems, they ought to come up with one
where a court, as they put it, has exceeded its authority.
They did not come up with one.

Q

Are you essentially saying that legislation is
intended to overturn the burdenship and the -HR. MITCHELL: I am saying the legislation, if
carried to its lor:ical conclusion, would throw a monkeywrench in the implementation of Brown versus the Board of
Education and that it is inconceivable to rne that a lawyer
or a person r:iving advice to anyone would not know that.
Q

that he

mi~ht

Did any of you come away with the feeling
re-think or revise his views?

MR. RAUH:

"Mir;ht" is a big word.
I accept the word nmight. 11

MORE
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Q

lrhat were his nartin?:" words?

MR. RAUH:

Goodbye.

(Lau~hter)

O
By what you people have said, not to
introduce any legislation for fear that it might introduce
more violence, would that then preclude he · or any other
President from introducing legislation since there will be
desegregation cases coming down the line next year and the
year after,in your view?
MR.

~AUH:

You could put some legislation in that
would stren~then busing. That is a possibility. Or
1·~. Levi was sug~estin~ that we opposed his coming in at
the appellate level. We nade clear that we don't oppose his
coming in at the appellate level, it is only that lately they
seem to come in at the appellate level against us. But the
fact is that the Justice Department either puttin~ up
anti-busin~ legislation or doing anti-busing acts in court,
both of those give aid and comfort to the Louise Hickses of
this t10rld.
Indeed we used that name and I think"9 the President
made some jokinr; reference that that Has not his
intention to g:ive aid and comfort to those who have
tried to violate the orders of the court. And I believe the
President, he does not f'7ant to give theT".1. aid and confort but
I believe what Justice is doing does give them aid and comfort.

rm. MITCHELL: Let me say this. You want a
perspective on this thing. As all of you know, after 1954
we were attacked with all the force of the State power. The
State treasuries were opened and the State money collected
fron all the taxpayers was used to try to frustrate the
Supreme Court decision. Those of you -- and I see many of
you here -- who followed the enactment of the 1964 Civil
Rights Act knmv that we asked that there be included in that
Act a provision which enables the Government of the United
States to be a party to these actions sometimes because the
plaintiffs were being intimidated, sometimes because they
could not afford it but really to equalize the contest
between the States and the citizens who were trying to
vindicate their Constitutional rights.
The posture of the Justice Department and this
Administration at this time is contrary to the intent of
that part of the law because it seeks to move the Government
of the United States on the side of those that the law was
enacted to try to protect us a~ainst.

MORE
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MR. CARLSON:

Just one last question.

MR. JOHES: I would like to follow up what
Mr. Mitchell said to indicate to you just what supports that
statenent.
This proposed legislation is unconstitutional,
clearly, and that was pointed out. It is inconsistent. In
the first place, this natter of terminating jurisdiction is
contrary to the position that was ar~ued by the Justice
Department in the Pasadena case. The issue in that
case was whether or not the District Judge should be
required to terminate jurisdiction.
The position of the Justice Department in that case
as argued by the Solicitor General is that the system has
not become unitary yet and, therefore, the court must
continue its jurisdiction. Yet through this legislation the
proposal is to require this three-year-two-year review.
Furthermore, there are explicit limitations and
directions on limitations on busing that District Courts must
follow. In the Swan decision Chief Justice Burger wrote that
courts must recognize and acknowledge time and distance factors
and that no bus ride must be so long as to i~inge upon the
educational process or to inpact upon the health of children.
Time and distance factors must be regarded by District Courts.
So that is the limitation.
So it is not necessary to get clarification on
it is already clear. District Courts have no problem
with that. The problem. that we have encountered in this
country is resistance and that is the direction which the
EJrncutive Branch of this Governnent should be focusing -how to bring about compliance. During ny presentation to
the President I pointed out that there is dawning on this
country a feeling of inevitability about dese~regation and
cities that are undergoing due process are experiencing a
coming toeether of diverse groups. I cited Cleveland, for
example, where civic groups, church groups, labor, management
groups of all kinds -- are corning toeether to bring about a
peaceful implementation of a court order.
that~

Ve hear too little about that aspect of Judge
Garrity 9 s plan in Boston. And the same thing in Denver
where Judge Doyle created a city-wide bi-racie.l council of
parents and teachers and what have you to bring about
peaceful inplementation. So it is doable and we think
that if the Administration wants to propose legislation it
should be in the direction of encouraring that kind of
activity and not cut back on the part of the court to
vindicate the Constitutional rights.

Q
Is this the first time you have ever heard
of a President who has come forward against what you know
to be the lair and what you think is constitutional and what
are the court decisions?
!10RE
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Since Brown it is my first recollection
of a President who has called for this type of cutback
on the powers of a court to vindicate the rights that
have been found by a trial judge to be clearly violated. It is
the first time.
MR. RAUH: I just have to correct that a s:·cond,
Nate. President Hixon proposed legislation in about 1970
to take the jurisdiction of the courts away in this kind of
situation. Hhat we did say to the President was that his
proposed legislation would have a similar bad effect as President
Nixon's proposed legislation, if you recall; that was to say,
no court would have jurisdiction to issue an order on busing.
That never passed, and I think we made it clear to the President
we don't think this legislation is going to pass. We think
that the groups that were in there today can help defeat that
lerrislation. That is not the problem. The minute that legislation goes up, it is an inducement to violation of the law
it is not that he can pass it. I don't believe anybody in
the White House where we stand believes they can pass that
le!"'.islation. They ·want it and they are wrong. They are
trying to make it appear that this is a way of dramatizing
their opposition to busing. That is very dangerous.

Q
Did you get any idea what tiP1e frame they
have in mind for sending it up?
hoping

MR. RAUH: No, that ·was not -- indeed we were
they would not send it up. We haven't given up hope.

HR. CARLSON: Thank you, gentlemen.
here all you want on your own.

END
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To many Americans busing appears the only way to
achieve the equal educational opportunities so long denied
them. To many other Americans busing appears to restrict
their individual freedom to choose the best school for
their children to attend.
It is my responsibility and the responsibility
of the Congress to seek a solution to this problem -- a
solution true to our common beliefs in civil rights for
all Americans, individual freedom for every American in the
best public education for our children.
Today I am submitting to the Congress legislation
which I believe offers such a solution. I ask the Congress
to join with me in establishing the guideli~es for the
lower Federal courts to follow. Busing as a remedy ought
to be the last resort and it ought to be limited in duration
and in scope to correcting the effects of previous violations.
Tnese legislative guidelines are drawn within the framework
of the Constitution.
I believe every American community should desegregate on a voluntary basis. Therefore, I am proposing the
establishment of a committee composed of citizens who have
had community experience in school desegregation and who
are willing to assist other communities in voluntarily
desegregating their schools.
Citizens groups I have consulted on both sides
of the busing issue have told me such a committee would be
a welcome resource to communities which face up to the issue
honestly, voluntarily and in the best spirit of American
democracy.
Concern has been expressed that by submitting this
bill at this time we risk encouraging those who are
resisting court-ordered desegregation sometimes to the point
of violence. Let me state here and now that this
Administration will not tolerate unlawful segregation. We
will act swiftly and effectively against anyone who engages
in violence. This Administration will do whatever it must
to preserve order and to protect the constitutional rights
of our citizens.
The purpose of submitting this legislation now is
to place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls
of the Congress, a responsible and orderly debate within the
De~ocratic process and not on the streets of our cities.
I will now sign the two messages -- one to the House
and one to the Senate -- which will be delivered today along
with the proposed legislation.
END
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The President today is sending legislation to Coneress to
improve the Nation's abiJ.ity to deal with elementary and
secondary public school desegrecation.
BACKGROUND
The propos
legis
result of an eight·month
review of nchcc1
In November . 19 , President
Ford dir cte
consider ways to
The President
skresse .De neec to
local school districts in
achieving dese9regation before court action commenced.
Recentlys President Ford has held a series of meetinGs with
outside sources to discuss the recor.nendation resultinf from
the review. These mectincs have included school board repre·sentati ves, academic and educational experts, community
leaders who have dealt with deser;rer;ation on the local level:
civil rights leaders members of Con6ress; and ~abinet officers.
!l

DESCRIPTIOi-1 OF THE LEGISLATIOiJ
---------- -- --------

The School Desecregation Standards and Assistance Act of 1975,
in order to maintain progress t01·rar6. the orderly elimination
of iJ J eea1 SA!f'rei:at1 on in our public scI1oo!s s ~ to 2reserve ... ~,
or, where appropriate~· restore .... · community control of schools,
would:
1.

Require that a court in a desegre~ation case
determine the extent to which acts of unlawful
discrimination have caused a greater degree of
racial concentration in a school or school system than would have existed in the absence of
such acts·

2.

Require that busing and other remedies in
school desegregation cases be limited to
eliminating the degree of stucent racial
concentration caused by proven unlawful
acts of discrimination,

J.

Require that the utilization of courtQrdered busing as a remedy be limited tg
a specific period of time consistent with
t~'le ler;1siation ! s intent that it be an
interim and trapB1ri80§1 rep dy. In general;
tflis period of time will be no lonrer than
flye years where there has been compliance
with the court order.
0

more

2
LI.

Establish a qatiopal Qgpm1mity and Education
Committee which ui.11 assist~ encourar:e _. and
f'aciiitate community involvement in the school
desegregation process. This Committee will be
composed of citizens from a wide ran~e of
occu ations a
s with particular
enpnasis on individuals who have had personal
ex erience in
s ~r r tion activities.
Comm
ee members will assist on reques
communities whicl1 are~ or will be, engaged
in the desegregation of their schools by
sharing ideas and recommendations for
anticipating and resolving conflicts.
1

In addition to providing advice and technical
assistance. the Comnittee will be authorized
to provide.8rants to community groups for the
development of constructive local 9articipation
that will facilitate the desegregation process.
The Committee will be composed of not less tha:g.
50 ngr mgre than lQQ members. Ten of those:
appointed by the President for fixed terms)
will serve as an Executive Committee and will
appoint the balance of the Committee.
PURPOSE OF THE LEGISLATION;

LI!IITS TO BUSING

The President indicated that where Pederal court actions
are initiated to deal with public school desecregation: ~using
as a remedy m10-ht to be thf 1 ast resort awl, ou13i1t to 1'_e limited
in scope to correcting the effects of pr~us ~iolations.
Ee proposes that Concress join with him in establishing guide~
lines for the lower Federal Courts in the desegregation of
public schools.
':L'he President also indicated his belief that each coI"lDunity
should choose the alternative of voluntarily ~esecregating
its public schools.
He proposes the establishment of a comnittee comi)osed of
citizens who have community experience in school desegrega ·
tion activities and who are willinc to assist other
comraunities voluntarily desesrecate their schools.
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I address this messa~e to the Congress, an~ throu~h
the Con~ress to all Americans, on an issue of profoun~
importance to our domestic tranquility and the future of
American education.

Most Americans kno\' t!'lis issue as ousinP' -·· the use
to carry Ol!t QQprt-·orrJered assiC'."P!\'lent of stuC'ents
to correct ille~al s~ere~ation in our schools.
1

ai' bys1 PR'

In its fullest sense the issue is how we protect the
civil rights of all Americans wit!1out undul;r restrictinr:
the individual freeaom of any AMerican.

It concerns our obli~~tion to eli~inate, as swiftly as
humanly possible, the occasions of controver~v anc division
from the fulfillnent of this res~onsihility. •
At the outset, let me set forth certain princ:toles
g:overninQ'. my judf,:1'ments ancl my actions.
First, for all of MY life I hRve hel~ stron~ nersonal
a~ainst racial discrinination.
I rlo not believe
in a seFregated society. i~ are a ~eople of ~iverse
back~round, ori~ins and interests· but we are still one
people -- Americans -- and so must we live.
feelin~s

Second, it is the duty of every Presi~ent to en~orce
the law of the land. 1'Then I became President, I took an
oath to preserve, nrotect and Cl,ef'end the Constitution of
the United States. There must be no rr:isunr1erstanc1 inp.- a,bout
this· I will uohold the Constitutional rif'l'.hts of e•rery
individual in the country. I will carry out the ~ecisioPB
of the Supreme Court. I will not tolerate ~efiance o~ the
law.
Third~

I

~otally

<'l.edicated to

miaJ :l

ty educe,tion

111 America ---~tP the nr1 ncipl e that public e0ucatj_on
1§ predgm1nant1 ~7 tl;;i'i concern of the comm1mi tv ip l•rhich

people l:iye.. Throur,:hout the history of our Nation, the
education of our children, especj_allv at the elementary
and secondary levels~ has been a comFunity endeavor. 'Ihe
concept of public education is now written into our history
as deeply as any tenet of American belief.
more
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In recent years, we have seen rriany communities in the
country lose control of their nublic schools to the Federal
courts because they failea to voluntarily correct the effects
of willful and official denial of the ri~hts of some children
in their schools.
It is my belief that in their earnest desire to carry
out the decisions of the Suoreme Court. some 1u~~es of lower
Federal Cgurts haye ~one to~ far. The~ have~
·
resortea

of massive

bus nr; o

-

extended

busin~

tog hrgadly· and

maintained control of schools for too

lon~.

It is this overextension of court control that has
transformed a simple _judicia.l tools busin?-:) into a cause
of widespread controversy and slowed our pro~ress toward the
total elimination of se~regation.

As a President is responsible for actin~ to er.force
the Nation's laws; so is he also responsible for actin~
when society beRins to auestion the en~ results of those
laws.
·
.
I therefore ask the Con~ress~ as t~e electect
representatives of the American ueonle. to ioin with rne
in establishin~ ~uidelines for the iow~r Fe~eral Courts
in the desegrefr,at:ton of public scl.'1ools tl'irou~hob.t the
land -- acting within the framework of the Constitution
and particularly the ~ourteenth AMen~ment to t~e
Constitution.
It is both aonropriate and Constitutional for the
Congress to defin~-by-law the remedies the lower Pe~eral
Courts may decree.
It is both appropriate and Constitutional for the

Congress to prescribe standards and orocedures for
accommodatinp, competin~ interests and ri~~ts.

Both the advocates of more busin.o: and the aCl.vocates
of less busin~ feel they hold a stron~ rnoral 9osition on
this issue.

To many Americans who have been in the lon.<r.

stru!-?.'.~le

for civil ri~hts, busin~ appears to be t~e only way to
provide the equal educational onportunity so lon~ an~ so
tra~ically denied them.
To many other Americans w~o have stru~gled much of
their lives and devoted most of their ener~ies to seekin~
the best for their children, busin~ anpears to be a denial
of an individual's freedom to choose the hest school for
his or her children.
more

l/hether busin~ helos school ch11dren ~et a better
education is not a ·settie~ auestion. The record is mixe~.
Certainly, busing has assiste~ in bringing about the
desegregation of our schools. But it is R tra~ic reality
that:) in some areas:; businr under court orCl.er has brou!!ht
fear to both black students and white stu6ents -- and to
their parents.
No child can learn in an atmosphere of fear. Better
remedies to right Constitutional wrongs must be .f'ounc.
It is my responsibility= and the responsibility of
the CongressQto address and to seek to resolve this
situation.
In the twenty-two vear8 since the Supreme Court
ordered an end to school se~re~ation, this country has
made great progress. Yet we still have far to r--o.
To maintain ~ro~re~s ~~~a~~ ~~~ ~;n~~i; eJ1m1patiog
of illegal eeg;re!i £3 : n n h i
:1
anct to pre-serve -·- or, where appro-r;>rie.te, restore --· cornmuni ty
control of schools, I am prooosin~ legislation to:
1.

Require that a court in a desegreration case
determine the extent to which acts of unlawful
discriminat1.on have causec1. a ,,:reater deg-ree of
racial concentration in a school or school
system than would have existed in the absence
of such acts~

2.

Require that busin~ and other remedies in
school dese~repation cases be limited to
eliminatin~ the de~ree of student racial
concentration caused by proven unlawful
acts of discrimination·

3.

Require that the utilization of court~
o.r_dered businr as a remedv he 11r1tec to
a. specific period of time cons ts tent with
the legislation's intent that it be an
fnt&rlm and fransit1pnal remeay. In
general, this period o~ time will be no
longer than five yeRrs where there has
been compliance with the court orrter.

4.

Create an
den d t National Com~unity
arrd Education Committee to heln a.ny sc. ool
community reouestinf': citizen ass:tsta.nce in
voluntarily resolvin~ its school se~re~ation
problem.

•

Almost without exception, the citizens' vroups
both for and a~ainst busin~ with which I have consulted
told me that the proposed tJational Commun:tty anc'l FC'ucatJon
Committee coulrl be a positive addition to the resources
currently available to coJ'l'lffiunities which face up to the
issue honestly, voluntarily and in the best spirit of
American democracy.
more
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This citizens' Conmittee woulc be rna0e U!J
primarily of men and wornen who have ha(! comMun1.ty
experience in school dese~revation activities.
It would remain distinct and separate froM
enforcement activities of the Federal Courts. the Justice
Department and the Department of Health Fdubation an~
Welfare.
It is my hope that the Committee could activate
and energize effective local leadership at an early ste~e:
To reduce the disruption that would
otherwise accompany the dese!J'.refl'ation
process~ and

To provide additional assistance to
communities in anticipating am:1. re sol vinp<lifficulties prior to a.nd durinp: deser:ref:l'.R.~·
ti on.
Hhile I personallv believe that ever'.7 community
should effectively des~gre~ate on a volun~arv basis~ I
reco~nize that some court action is inevjtahle.
In those cases where ~ederal court actions are
initiated, however' L 1Qe lieye that b115-l P[ as a remecv
ou~ht to ~& ~Aa l;st rescrt; ~n~ that it ouqht to be
limited in scope to correctin~ the effects of previous
Constitutional violations.
The goal of the ,iurlicial rem.e0.y in a Bchool deseo:re-~
gation case ourht to be to put the school systen, an~ its
students, where they would have been if the acts which
violate the Constitution had never occurre~.
The rroal should be to eli!'1.inate :·root ano branch,. the
Constitutional violations and all of their present effect~.
This is the Constitutional test which the Suprere Court has
mandated -~· nothinr.i: more, nothinr.r less.
Therefore, my bi 11 woulc~ es ta'blish for Fe0.eral cov.rts
specific P-'Uidelines concernimr the use of busin(I" in school
dese~rega~ion cases.
It woul~ recuire the court to deter~ine
the extent to which acts of' unle.wf'ul discrimination bv
governmental officials have causec~ a. P-reater de!?.ree or raci~.l.
concentration in a school or school system than woula have
existed in the absence of such acts. It woul~ further reaui~e
the court to limit the relief to that necessarv to correct the
racial imbalance actuallv ca.usec'! by those unla.~~r:ful actg, 1!'his
would prohibit a court f~om orderin~ busin~ throu~hout an
entire school systeM simply for the purpose of a.chievin.,.
racial balance.
In addition, my bill recovnizes that the businP' renefy
is transitional 'by its very nature and that when a comrnunj. ty
makes good faith efforts to coMnly, busin9' ou~ht to be
limited in duration. Therefore. the bill uroviaes that three
years after the busin~ rernedv h~s been imo~sed a court shAll
be required to determine whether to continue the remedy.
more
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Should the court determine that a continuation is necessary~
it could do so only for an additional two years. Thereafter~
the court could continue busin~ only in the most extraordinary
circumstances, where there has-bee~a failure or ~elay of
other remedial efforts or where the resic'l.ual effects of
unlawful discrimination are unusually severe.
Great concern has been exuressed that submission of
this bill at this time would encourar:e those who are resistinr-:
court-ordered dese~re~ation -- sometimes to the point or
violence.
·
Let me here state~ simply and directly, that this
Administration will not tolerate unla.wful seirrer:mtion.
We will act swiftly and effectively ar:ainst anyone who
engages in violence.
I assure the oeonle of this Nation that this Administration
will do whatever it must to preserve order and to protect the
Constitutional ri0hts of our citizens.

The purpose of submittin~ this le~islation now is to
place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls of
Congress and in the democratic process ~- not in the streets
of our cities.

The strength of America has always been our ability to
deal with our own problems in a responsible and orderly wRy.
We can do so again if every American will~join with Me
in affirming our historic commitment to a rJation of la.ws :1 a
people of equality, a society of opportunity.
I call on the ConP:ress to write into law a new perspectj_ve
which sees court-ordered busin~ as a tool to be used with the
highest selectivity and the utmost precision.
I call on the leaders of all the Nation's school
districts which may yet face court orders to move voluntarily;; promptly, objectively and coMr.><:i.ssionately to
desegre~ate their schools.

We must eliminate discriMination in America.
We must summon the best in ourselves to the cause of
achieving the highest possible quality of education for each
and every American child.

GERALD

THE \•,!HITE

HOUSE~

June 24., 1976.
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THE ,·THITE HOUSE
TO THE CONGRESS OF THE UNITED

STATE.~~

I address this messa~e to the Congress, an~ throu~h
the Con~ress to all Americans, on an issue of profouna
importance to our domestic tranquility a.nc'! the future of
American education.

Most Americans knm' this issue as ousinP- - .. the use
of busing to carry out court--ordered assi~nment of stu~ents
to correct ille~al segre~ation in our schools.
In its fullest sense the issue is how we protect the
civil rights of' all Americans wit'.i.out undul:v restrictinr"
the individual freedom of any American.
It concerns the responsibility of ~overnment to orovi~e
quality education~ anCl_ equality of education$ to every
American.

It concerns our obli~ation to eliminate, as swiftly as
humanly possible, the occasions of controver~v a.n0 di vision
from the fulfillMent of this responsihility. •
At the outset, let me set forth certain princinles
g:overninP.: my jud~rnents and my actions.
First, for all of MY life I have hel~ stron~ nersonal
feelinRs a~ainst racial discrinination. I ~o not believe
in a segrer;ated society. He are a 11eo-ple of C'iverse
back~round, ori~ins and interests· but we are still one
people -- Americans -- and so must we live.
Second, it is the duty of every President to en~orce
the law of the land. 1'Then I became President. I took an
oath to preserve, nrotect and defend the Consfitution of
the United States. There must be no misunc:'l.erstanc1 inP' about
this~
I will uphold the Constitutional riFhts of every
individual in the country. I will carry out the ~ecisions
of the Supreme Court. I will not tolerate ~ePiance o~ the
law.
Thj.rd, I am totally ci.edicated to cua1 i tv educci.tion
in America -·- and to the principle that -public ec.ucation
is predominantly the concern of the com.munity in which
people live. Throu~hout the history of our Nation, the
education of our children, especially at the elementary
and secondary levels,, has been a. comFuni ty enc.eavor. The
concept of public education is nol"T written into our history
as deeply as any tenet of American belief.

more
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In recent years, we have seen many communities in the
country lose control of their nublic schools to the Federal
courts because they failed to voluntarily correct the eff'ects
of' willful and official denial of the r1P:hts of some children
in their schools.
It is my belief that in their earnest desire to carry
out the decisions of the Supreme Court, some ju~~es of lower
Federal Courts have ~one too far. They have·
resorted too ouickly to the renedy of' nassive
busing of public school children~
extended

busin~

too broadly· and

maintained control of schools for too

lon~.

It is this overextension of court control that has
transformed a simple judicia.l tools busin;t > into a cause
of widespread controversy and slowed our pro~ress toward the
total elimination of se~re~ation.

As a President is responsible for actin~ to enforce
the Nation's laws,. so is
also responsible for actinr:
when society bep,ins to ouestion the encl results of those
laws.

he

I therefore ask the Con~ress, as t~e elected
representatives of the American Deon le . to 1oin with :me
in establishin~ ~uidelines for the iow~r Fe~eral Courts
in the dese~re~ation of oublic schools throu~ho"ttt the
lane. -- acting-' within the framework of' the Constitution
and partj_cularly the Fourteenth AMendment to the
Constitution.
It is both aopropriate and Constitutional for the
Congress to define.by-law the remedies the lower T'ec'leral
Courts may decree.
It is both appropriate and Constitutional for the
to prescribe standards and oroceaures for
accoMmodatin~ competing interests and rirhts.
Con~ress

Both the advocates of more busin~ and the advocates
of less busing; feel they hold a istronr..: Moral !)ositlon on
this issue.
To many Americans who have been in the 1on.I!'. strugflle
for civil ri~hts, busin~ appears to be t~e only way to
provide the equal educational ooportunity so lon~ ann so
tra~ically denied them.
To many other Americans who have stru~glea much of
their lives and devoted most of their enerpies to seekinr
the best for their children, busin~ appears to be a denial
of an individual?s freedom to choose the best school for
his or her children.

more

Whether businR" helns school children L'."et a better
education is not a-settie~ question. The record is mixe~.
Certainly, busing has assisted in brin~ing about the
desegregation of our schools. But it is a tragic reality
that, in some areas~ businr under court orcter has brou~ht
fear to both black students end white stu~ents -- and to
their parents.
No child can learn in an atmosphere of fear. Better
remedies to right Constitutional wron~s must be ~ound.
It is my responsibilitYs and the responsibility of
the Congress 1 to address and to seek to resolve this
situation.
In the twenty-two vears since the Supreme Court
ordered an end to school sep.:reo::ation, this country has
made great progress. Yet we still have far to P'O.
To maintain oro~ress toward the orderlv elimination
of illegal segreg~ti~n in our public schools, and to preserve -- or, where approDria.te :> restore -~· com.muni ty
control of schools, I am proposin~ ler.islation to:
1.

Require that a court in a dese~reration case
determine the extent to which acts of unlawful
discrimination have caused a r.reater defree of
racial concentration in a school or school
system than vrnuld have existed in the absence
of such acts:

2.

Require that busin~ and other remedies in
school deseRrepation cases be limited to
eliminating the de~ree of student racial
concentration caused by nroven unlawful
acts of discrimination·

3.

Require that the utilization of courtordered businr; as a remeCly he liMited to
a specific period of time consistent with
the legislation's intent that it be an
interim and transitional reme0y. In
general) this period o~ time will be no
longer than five ye?.rs where there has
been compliance with the court orn.er.

4.

Create an independent National ComJ!'lunity
and Education Committee to heln any school
community reouestinr; citizen asr;:i..stance in
voluntarily resolvin~ its school se~regation
problem.

•

Almost without exception, the citizens' vroups
both for and aP-ainst businP-' with which I have consulted
told me that the proposed i!ational Cornmun:tty anc F0ucatlon
Committee could be a positive addition to the resources
currently available to communities which face uo to the
issue honestly: voluntarily and in the best soirit of
American democracy.
J11.ore

This citizens' Committee woulc he F\afle u:;
primarily of men and women who have hac'I. comrnun1.ty
experience in school dese~re~ation activities.
It would remain distinct and separate from
enforcement activities of the ~ederal Courts. the Justice
Department and the Department of Health. Fdubation an1
Welfare.
It is my hope that the Committee could activate
and energize effective local leadership at an early sta~e:
To reduce the rlisruntion that would
otherwise accompany'the deserrrepation
process~ and
To provide additional assistance to
communities in anticipa.ting an0 resolvinprlifficulties Drior to and durin~ dese~re~ation.
·
While I personally believe the.t ever~.r cornmuni t:r
should effectively dese~re~ate on a voluntarv basis, I
recognize that some court action is inevitable.

In those cases where ~ederal court actions are
initiated, however, I believe that busin~ as a remedy
ou~ht to be the last resort. anct that it ou~ht to be
limited in scope to correctin~ the effects of previous
Constitutional violations.

.

The goal of the ,1udic:tal remer.y in a school deseo:re-·
gation case oup:ht to be to put the school sys ten~ an(1 its
students;; where they would have been if the acts which
violate the Constitution had never occurref.
The goal should be to e liMinate :'root and branch,. the
Constitutional violations and all of their present effects.
This is the Constitutional test which the Su9rere Court has
mandated -~· nothini:i: mores nothinP." less.
Therefore~ r:iy bi 11 woulc~ establish for F'ec'l,eral cot~rts
specific p.;uidelines concerning: the use of businl'."' in school
deseP-ree;ation cases. It would re0u.i:i:e the court to dete.rl'Yli!1e
the extent to which acts of unlB.wf'ul discrimination bv
governmental officials have caused a r::reater dei:r.ree of' raci?.l
concentration in a school or school system than woul~ have
existed in the absence of such acts. It woulr.. further requ:t~e
the court to limit the relief to that necessary to correct the
racial imbalance actually causefl by those unla. ·rful acts. '!'his
would prohibit a court from orderin~ busing throu~hout an
entire school systeI'1 simply f'or the purpose of achievinoracial balance.
1

In addition, MY bill recoP'.nizes that the busini:i' re!"lef:y
is transitional by its very nature anCI that when a commuPlty
makes good faith efforts to comnly ~ busi.nP" ouQ."ht to be
limited in duration. Therefore, the bill urovioes that three
years after the businr,r rern.edv has been imoosed 8. court sh~lJ.
be required to determine i>Thether to continue the remedy.
'-

•

y
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Should the court determine that a continuation is necessary,
it could cto so only for an adc1.i tional two ~rears. Thereafter.
the court could continue busin~ only in the most extraordinary
circumstances, where there has been a failure or delay of
other remedial efforts or where the resic'l.ual effects of
unlawful discrimination are unusually severe.
Great concern has been exuresse~ that submission of
this bill at this time would encouraf.'.t'.e those who are resistinrr
court-ordered desegre~ation -- sornetiMes to the point of
violence.
Let me here state, simply and directly, that this
Administration will not tolerate unlawful ser)'re~ation.
We will act swiftly and effectively
engages in violence.

a~ainst

anyone who

I assure the people of this Nation that this Administration
will do whatever it must to preserve order and to protect the
Constitutional rights of our citizens.

The purpose of submittinr.: this leR.'islation now is to
place the debate on this controversial issue in the halls of
Congress and in the democratic process -- not in the streets
of our cities.
The strength of America has alwPys been our ability to
deal with our own problems in a responsible and orderly way.
We can do so a~ain if every Aroerican will~join with me
in affirming our historic commitment to a rJation of laws, a
people of equality, a society of opportunity.
I call on the Conr::ress to i\Tri te into lci:w a new persoect:i. ve
which sees court-ordered busin~ as a tool to be use<l with the
hi~hest selectivity and the utmost precision.

I call on the leaders of all the Nation's school
districts which may yet face court or<'!ers to move volun·tarily] promptly, obj ecti vel:r and corroe.ssionate ly to
desegre~ate their schools.

We must eliminate discriMination in America.
We must summon the best in 'ourselves to the cause of
achieving the highest possible quality of education for each
and every American child.

GF.RALD

THE WHITE HOUSE;;
June 2'4; 1976.
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